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Marine works require to dredge the sediments out of their place. Thus they become categorized as wastes(Directive 

2008/98/EC), and they should be handled accordingly. Sediments have shown several beneficial uses in the road 

sector as they provided the required technical properties. But their environmental characteristics are evaluated with 

respect to their pollutants content. Where dredged sediments are mainly contaminated with different trace 

elements, salts, and organic pollutants. Then in this study, a comparative toxicity assessment between the different 

applications that are based on sediments and intended to be used in the road sector will be addressed. Where the 

leachate effects of these materials will be quantified for the pollutants concentrations.  

 The results will correspond to the freshwater ecotoxicity and human health toxicity beyond the leachate 

impacts of these materials. The life cycle assessment tool will calculate the quantification of toxicity. Utilizing the 

USEtox model (Bijster et al., 2018) as an assessment method to assess the threats of the materials. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Sketch showing the assessment system. 

 

Materials and methods 

 

The main objective of the study is to show the leachate toxicity impacts dredged sediments used in road-material, 

providing a comparative view of the different possible applications of usage. 

 The materials characteristics are obtained from previous research that concerns the valorisation of 

unauthorized sea disposal dredged sediments as a road foundation material (Achour et al., 2014).  

 In this study, and according to the environmental regulations, the sediments and treated dredged sediments 

were accepted as road materials (SETRA, 2011). Raw-sediments can be used as a backfill material (SETRA and 

LCPC, 2000). And treated sediments can be used as a road foundation material (Achour et al., 2014). 

 Then both materials were evaluated with respect to their functionality as road-materials. USEtox method 

was used to assess the different toxicity impacts on human health and freshwater toxicity. 

 

Results and discussion 

 

The main results show the impacts of these different scenarios of modelling for road materials (road backfill or 

road foundation). Where the USEtox model provides the toxicity values for the different leaching behaviour which 

were taken into account in the previous study and show how representing real site conditions could affect the 

toxicity and how much it could affect it.  

 

Conclusions and perspectives 

 

Based on the studied scenarios of the selected leaching behaviour for treated and raw sediments, the toxicity 

impacts show the importance of these scenarios in affecting toxicity results. The toxicity impacts were highly 

affected by the way of representing the material in real-life site conditions and thus it is essential to go further into 

this topic to address and assess these impacts clearly and properly. 
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